Privacy Statement The Economic Board
The Economic Board, with its registered office at Mercator II Toernooiveld 300 6525 EC Nijmegen, The Netherlands, is responsible for the processing of personal data as expressed in this privacy statement.

Contact details:
www.theeconomicboard.com
Mercator II
Toernooiveld 300
6525 EC Nijmegen, The Netherlands
+31 (0) 85 040 998 0

Personal data processed by us
The Economic Board processes your personal data because you are using one of our services and/or have provided us with said data. The latter happens when you fill out the contact form on our website or when you subscribe to our newsletter. Furthermore, Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager, Twitter, LinkedIn and Hotjar all store cookies on your computer. These allow us to analyse how visitors use our website and provide us with information about visitor numbers and the pages visitors use.

The following details are used internally and not passed on to any other organisations:

- First and surname (only when subscribing to newsletter)
- Sex (only if known by Google)
- Phone number (only when filling out form)
- Email address (only when subscribing to newsletter and filling out form)
- IP address
- Other personal data that you actively supply to us, for instance by filling out a form on this website, through correspondence and over the phone
- Location data
- Data concerning your activities on our website
- Internet browser and device type

Special and/or sensitive personal data processed by us
Our website and/or service is not designed with the intention of collecting data concerning website visitors who are under 16; unless they have the consent of their parents or guardian. We are unable to verify whether a visitor is over 16, however. That is why we advise parents to be involved in the online activities of their children, in order to avoid their data being collected without parental consent. If you are convinced that we have collected personal data about a minor without consent, please contact us through bureau@theeconomicboard.com and we will delete said data.
The purpose and legal basis of our processing of personal data

The Economic Board processes your personal data for the following purposes:

- So that we are able to call or e-mail you if this proves to be necessary for us to perform our services; this will occur only if you've indicated that we are allowed to do so.
- The Economic Board analyses your behaviour on our website in order to improve said website and to tailor the offering of products and services to your preferences.

Automated decision-making

The Economic Board does not base any decisions on automated processing that pertains to matters that could have (significant) consequences for persons. Decisions based on automated processing are made by computer programs or computer systems without the interference of a person (such as an employee of The Economic Board). The Economic Board uses the following computer programs/systems: Google Analytics for analysing — and where necessary adjusting — content on our website. This allows us to see how long you were on our website and what medium you use.

How long we store personal data

The Economic Board does not store your personal data any longer than is strictly necessary to achieve the ends to which your data is collected.

Sharing personal data with third parties

The Economic Board only shares information with third parties if this is necessary for the execution of our agreement with you or to meet a legal requirement.

Cookies and comparable technologies used by us

The Economic Board only uses technical and functional cookies. And analytical cookies that do not infringe on your privacy. A cookie is a small text file that is stored on your computer, tablet or smartphone when you first visit this website. The cookies that we use are necessary for the proper technical operation of the website and your ease of use. They ensure that the website operates properly and remember your preferential settings, for instance. Furthermore, they allow us to optimise our website. You can opt out of cookies by changing the settings of your internet browser so that it will stop storing cookies. All previously stored information can also be erased by changing the settings of your browser.

Accessing, rectifying and deleting data

You have the right to access your personal data and to have it rectified or deleted. Furthermore, you have the right to revoke any data processing consent previously given and to object to the processing of your personal data by The Economic Board. You also have the right to data portability. This means that you can file a request to have your personal data that is in our possession sent to another organisation — specified by you — by means of a computer file. Please send your request for access, correction, deletion or data transfer of
your personal data or request for revoking your consent or objection to the processing of your personal data to bureau@theeconomicboard.com. We ask you to send along a copy of your proof of identity with the request, so that we can be sure that the request was in fact made by you. Please redact the MRZ (machine readable zone, the numbered bottom part of the passport), as well as your passport number and social services number, in order to protect your privacy. We will respond to your request as soon as possible, but at the latest within four working weeks. The Economic Board would also like to inform you that you can lodge a complaint with the national regulator, the Dutch Data Protection Authority. You can do so through the following (Dutch) website: https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/nl/contact-met-de-autoriteit-persoonsgegevens/tip-ons

How we secure personal data
The Economic Board takes the security of your data seriously and takes appropriate measures to counter misuse, loss, unauthorised access, unwanted data disclosure and unauthorised changes. If you are under the impression that the security of your data is lacking or have noticed signs of misuse, please contact our customer service or contact us through bureau@theeconomicboard.com

The Economic Board reserves the right to unilaterally adjust this statement.
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